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ON SCALES IN METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY
by

D.C. Steyn, T.R. Oke. J.E. Hay and J,L. Knox*
INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric processes present themselves on a continuum of temporal

and spatial scales, ranging from an upper limit of 108 m and 10 7 8 for atmospheric standing waves to 10- 2 m and 10 0 B for the smallest turbulent eddies .
Meteorologists customarily view this continuum as being composed of a set of
scales which are. really groups of processes having some cODllllon genetic basis.

These groups of processes may be graphically represented by indicating scale
boundaries on a plot of time scale against horizontal length scale as shown
in figure 1. More complete representation of the scales would be a threedimensional graph which included vertical length scales (Orlanski . 1975).
Such generalization of figu~e 1 would show vertical length scales ranging from
10- 2 m to 10 4 m. The two excluded regions represent processes that are not
conventionally considered to be part of meteo~ology. The scales shown in
figure I may be subdivided to produce, for example, the local-scale (Oke,
1978) which lies between the micro- and meso-scales or even as many as the
e ight scales defined by Orlan ski (1975).

The definition of scales in the meteorological context must be pursued from some genetic base, so that the scales are intrinsic to the atDlOs{lhere
and not extrinsically imposed by external forcing functions, data sampling and
averaging processes or intended applications In particular contexts. There
are two possible genetic bases from which to derive scale boundaries.
Consideration of the spectrum of kinetic energy of atmospheric
motions (the spectrum presented by Van der Hoven (1957) is a good example)
s hows three well defined spectral maxima or peaks. Each peak having

*

The authors a r e listed according to their scales of interest in climatology,
in increasing order. Their affiliations are with the Department of Geography
at the University of Bri t ish Columbia aa follows: Postdoctoral Fellow and
part-time Assistant Professor (D . G. S.), Professor (T . R.O.), Associate Profesao~ (J.E.H.) and Sessional Instructor (J.L.K.) .
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Fig. 1.

the range of temporal and hor izontal length Bcales of atmospheric
processes. The boundaries shown represent a consensus of previously
published limits.
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The range of Bcales of phenomena studied by the four climatologists.
a) D.G. Steyn b) T.R. Oke c) J . E. Hay d) J.L . Knox .
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an associated band of wavelengths or ft:equencies and thus spatial or temporal
scales. These may be used as scale boundaries, based on the notion that each
distinct energy carrying range represents an atmospheric mode of motion or
scale . The three scales thus defined fit well into the macro-, meso- and microscales as indicated 00 figure 1.
At a deepe,I" level. atmospheric phenomena may be approached from the
viewpoint of a set of governing equations . This set 1s comprised of the
Navier-Stokes equations, conservation equations for mass and water vapour , the
equation of state, the hydrostatic equation, a radiative transfer equation and
the first law of thermodynamics. There exist no gelleral solutions for thiS
set of equations in which all possible atmospheric motions are implicit. It
Is, however, possIble to define a t least two sets of approximations under which
the equations are either numerically tractable or will serve as the basis for a
semi-empirical theory of atmospheric motion. The sets of approximations each
limit the applicability of the equa t ions to some range of scales and this can
be viewed as scale defining approximations . The so-called Boussinesq equations
(Busch, 1 973) are an approximate set with applicability to the micro-scale,
while an entire l y different set of approximations results in the so-called
shallow water equations (Pedlosky. 1980) with applicability to the macro-scale .
This approach highlights the difficulty in defining the meso-scale. Orlanski
(1975) provides a scale defining list that consists of processes for t11e macroand micro-scales but phenomena for t he meso-scale. Wi t hin the presen t rationale
there exists no set of scale defining assumptions for the meso-scale .

Scale defin it ion in climatology presents a less clear picture t han
the above discussion for meteorology. The reason for this is the tendency of
climatologists to concenttate on phenomena rather than pr ocesses. The scales
of the phenomena under study will then dictate the scale range. These scales
are extrinsic to the atmospbere by contrast with the intrinsically defined
scales encountered i n the earlier arguments. Climatology 1s involved with
integrals (both spa tial a nd temporal) of ~ tm ospheric processes a nd is characterized by phenomenon-based rather than process- based scales. A climatological
study usually integrates processes at scales smaller than the phenomenon under
study and must consider as forcing functi.ons processes at larger scales .
Having briefly examined the definition of scales in climatology we
would like to show how our research interests span the scales, and how our
approach to the subject leads uS to the present view of scale definition.
D.G . STEYN

The research of t his member of the department has been directed at a
bett er unde,r standing of factors controlling pollutant concentrations in the
lower atmosphere and at the Earth's surface. Two Such factors are the voluwe
of atmosphere available for dilution of pollutants and the rate of such dilution. These factors have been studied under unstable atmospheric conditions
over an urban surface (Steyn, 1980, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1981d).
The volume of atmosphere available for dilution of pollutants is
dependen t on the mean wind speed and the mixed layer depth. The former variable is an external forcing functIon, while the details of the l atter are
products of a host of contributi'ng processes acting at the meteorological
lIlicro~scale.
The temporal scales for this phenomenon range from those of
individual convective plumes and breaking gravity waves to the daily cycle of
solar heating (10 2 s to 105 s). While the spatial scales have a lower bound
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determined by the same processes, their upper bound is determined by the fact
that the mixed layer under study was advectively controlled, thus the dimensions
of t.he city provide a scale limit (101 U\ to 104 m).

Atmospheric diffusion is driven by turbulent fluctuations, snd any
study of this phenomenon must encompass all the scales relevant to atmospheric
turbulence. The range of temporal Bcales will thus be from that of the smallest
turbulent eddy to the sampling t~e required to cover all fluctuations (10 0 s

to 104 s). Since the processes are advective, the spatial and temporal scales
must: be linked by a relationship LT - 1 • u. where u 1s the advecting velocity.
The range of u encountered will define the range of Bcales.
The above' ranges of scales are shown on figure 2a indicating that
chis work lies within the micro- and meso-scales by the meteorological definition, bu t extends to somewhat shorter spatial scales than are conventionally
asaigned to the meso- scale.
T . R. OKE

This individual is primarily interested in studying features of the
urban atmospheric environment. A review has been reported in a previous
BulleCin (Oke, 1977) so only a summary and update is given here. Distinctly
urban phenomena exist on length scales characteristic of buildings to those of
a metropolitan region and beyond (10 0 to >10 5 m) and have time scales extending
from the l ife of a plume to the life of a city (say 10 2 t o >10 9 8). The scales
encompassed in the individuals's research (figure 2b) a r e very much more restricted.
The work can be organized under two headings: urban heat island and
energy/wa t er balance studies. Both have been conducted on at least two scales.
The heat island work is usually carried out at the total city scale with a
single city bl ock as the lower liwit. Interest has centred on the heat island
intensity, morphology and temporal variability in relation to land-use,
meteorological and city size controls and on the structure of the internal
boundary layer (for r eferences see Oke, 1977). Most recently , hardware scale
models have been utilized in a study of the role of r adiation geometry and
t hermal admittance in heat island development (Oke, 1981a).
The energy and water balance wor k is based on field observation of
the relevant fluxes of heat and water. Spatially-averaged fluxes from the
whol e ci t y surface have been measur ed using specially deSigned eddy correlation and Bowen ratio-energy balance instrumentation mounted on tall towera
(Oke, 1978a; Kalanda et a1. , 1980). Similar studies have also been conducted
to investigate the contribution of individual surface units (such as a lawn
and an u r ban canyon) to the spatially- average'd values (Nunez and Oke. 1980.
Oke, 1978b).
The research is linked by the core objective of seeking the me t eorological mechanisms underlying urban climate effects (Oke. 1981b). The investigations fall in the l!Iicro- and meso-meteorological rangee (figure 2b) except
that they extend to longer time scales. This is consistent with the indiv i dual ' s
view of c l imatol ogical scales .
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J . E. HAY

The research end eavours of this clima t ologist are illustrated in u
space/time context in figure 2e. In a ll these s tud ies there is an overriding
interest .in solar radiation, tho ugh a n exception is the "r eading interest" in
c1 imatic c hange (>10 7 m, >108 s). an in t erest whic h has yet to result in a

personally published paper !
The major research activities place a strong emphasis on s cal e and
an assessment of the standard solar radiation tnoniLoring network (lU3 - 1U 7 m,
10" - 10 9 5 , Hay al1d Suckling, 1979) lead to the establ1shnenl of ... 1 2 .'Itatj o ll
network 10 the Lower Mainland (10 3 - 105 HI, 10 J - l OR s , Hay allti r oom s , 19/t) .
For some environment s there is a continuity between the meso- and maClo-sea 1e
variabilities (Suckling and Hay . 19 76) bu t the InagnUude of the I\lCt;c -S C.lle
varia t ions r equires that new monitoring approaches be developed. Tht! hl.gh
cost of conventio nal networks and t he avaUabll ity (If <Ippropriat£!. satel! ite
data favou red the l atter and has resulted in re search into satellitt! radiarion
cl i ma t ology (103 - 107 m, 103 - 10 8 s) and the use of the meso- scale netwurk
as "ground t ruth" (Hay . 1981) .
The other ext r ema of research interests are exempllfH:d by dt>lIelopUI('nt
of solar r adiation clul1atologlcs (for scales from the Lower :-1.ainland Ln North
America, 10 4 - 10 7 Ill, 10 7 - 10 9 s , Rare and Hoy , 1970), ",'lth an overriding
inter t!st in the numerical modelling that such studies necessitate, and in the
studies of sky radiance dist ri hutions Including resi!urch reLlted to the
anisotropy of the r adiation (10] m, 10 2 s , McArthur and Hay, 19B}) . 1\11 the,;c
investigations are I n many ways he ld togethe.r by cbe inten~l'Its represent.ed !.n
the sy noptic approach to solar radiation climatology (lOS m, 10 5 s . Suckling
and Hay. 1978).
Despi te an obvIous shift to longer time 8cales, the foregoing research
activities a r c clearly related to the roe so- and macro- meteorological scales ,
an observation which is in acconl wit h t he personal v iewpoint of a "macroscale climatologist moving into the meso-scale".

J .L . KNOX
The backgr ound o( weather forecasting und a recent return to graduate
studies have had a profound impact on the r;esearch interests of this atmospheriC
scientist . A f o r ec a ster cannot igno r e the substantial !Dlpact that block ing
(the obst ruc tion of normal wes t to east motion of the mid-latitude pressure
sys t ems) hns on the weather, but the phenomenon is not weLL understood an(). is
the refore diffieult t:o pred ict. Knox ' thesis assembles a largi! data se c (J3
years of daily data at: two pr essure levels for 1977 grid point:s in t.he
Northern Hemisphere) and investigates the statistics and diagnost i cs of
blo~king in the Northern Hemisphere.
A major difficulty ha~ been the objective idcnt iIication of block ing
regimes but use o·f large positive anoma lies in the 5 day mean 500 MB height as
"blocking signatures" has alleviated this problem (Knox, 1979) and made it
poss i ble to present a rigor ous analysis of the bloc king phenomena (10 6 - 10 7 m,
6
105 - 10 s). Results include the seasonal frequen cy of occurrence of blocking
signatures with an intr.iguing maximum centred in the area of the normal Baffin
trough ( the "Saffin Island Paradox" ) . To inv estigate this and other c haracteristics of blocking a variet y of ana.1,ytiea l techniques are used . The depa rture of the geopoCential height from £ apssian (as measured by skewness a nd
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kurtosis) was frequently associated with areas of preferred or incipient
blocking activity. The decomposition of the hemispheric wave pattern into ita
zonal harmonics reveals configurations that are distinctive of the blocking
regime, not only fo r the entire hemisphere but also to the region 1n which
they occur.
The appropriate preoccupation with a very limited set of time snd
apace scales is clesrly evident frolll figure 2d and a classification of "macroscale" is consistent with both the meteorological scales and the personal
interests of this atmospheric scientlst .

CONCLUSION

The foregoing personal statements show quite clearly the wide range
of scales occup I ed by the research interes t s of the four climatol ogists in the
Department of Geography at UBC . An interesting feature is t hat diffe r en t mesosca l e phenomena hold the interest of three of the fo ur, and that while these
phenomena occupy the same range of scales, the phenomena (advective mixed layer
depth, urban heat islands and energy budgets and solar radiation variability)
are quite distinct. It appears tha t the meso-sca le is filled with overlapping
and interacting phenomena. The intensity of activity at the meso-scale r eflects
our estimation of the ~portance of these phenomena.
Our view that scale definitions in meteorology do not app;y eaaily
to climatology stems from our process- based approach to atmospl1eric science ,
and the accompanying need to integrate sub-phenomena sca le processes in order
to understand the specifics of our research interests.
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THE CANADIAN CL lMATE PROGRAM
by

Staff Members, Canadia n Climate Program*

CANADA AND CLIMATE
Events over the past decade have demonstrated the great sensitivity

of nations to climate variations.

Food production, water supply, energy demand

and other fac tors vital to society have. been repeatedly under s t ress from
drought and floods, from abnonnal, cold and heat, and often the results have
been disastrous in human and economic terms . Such c limate impacts are not new

to our society. Our vulnerability to them, however, increases as populations
grow and new technologies are int r oduced. A Canadian Climate Program that
would assist all segmen t s of our society in the use of the best climate knowledge for the management and wise use of resources is needed now . Such a program can be realized onLy by collaborative and concerted action by all governments.
Climate is a vital component of Canada 's natural environment and its
anomalies or variat ions, rega rdle ss of any long term trends, have marked socioeconomic effects. The past ysar or so has provided several examples . Dur ing
the 1979-80 winter, only one third to one half of normal snowfall occurred io
the heaVily populated r egion stretching from Windsor to Quebec City and the
resuLt was a disastrous season for winter outdoor recreation businesses,
although millions of dollars were saved in snow removal costs. Drought has
been a worry in the Prairies where a sho rtage of surface water supplies still
exists. A very cos tly aspect of the drought in 1980 was the record number of
forest fires in Ontario and the Western Provinces . Monetary loss exceeded B
billion dollars in On t ario alone Bnd fire fighting operations cost nearly $200
million across the count ry . The early winter of 1980-81 produced mudslides
and floods in British Columbia, record high heating bills in Eastern Canada
and paralyzing snowstorms to areas of the Atlantic Provinces. In mid winter
the abnormally warm conditions in western Canada spread over the east to the
dismay of winter sport enthUSiasts but t o the delight of motorists and most
householders .

*

This report has been compiled by the staff members of the Atmospheric
Environment Service in Toronto who are directly concerned with developing
the Canadian Climate Program.
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Not. all years produce striking climate anon!slies, and some areas are
more vulne ra bl e t.han ot.hers. Undoubt.edly the climatic anomalies that have
caused the greatest socia-economic impacts in. Canada have been droughts. The
drought in the depression years of the 1930s was a very significant event in
our national histol:Y . But Canadians Bre a l so vulnerable to climate anomalies
in ot.her countries.
Drought in the wheat producing areas of the USSR , frost
in the coffee plantations of Br8;1:11 or similar free:1:ing weather in the orange

groves of Florida all affect Canada ' s balance of payments, the value of our
own crops and our pocket books in general.

The prudent management of resources requires a sound knowledgo of
how growth and op~rations are influenced by climate. I t also requires the
ability to predict the way in which buman activities may alte r c limate and
thereby the resource base. It is interesting to note that in publications such
as the Global 2000 Report to the President of the United States , carbon dioxide
increases in the gl obal atmosphere are rated a9 potentially of far greater
importance than any other effect on man since it could alter the distribution
of the earth ' s renewable r esources. From observations taken a t ocean wea t her
station Papa. in the Canadian arctic and at other stations a r ound the world we
know that the concen tr ation of CO 2 .1n the atmosphere 1s increasing . With this
increase most numerical models pred i ct higher globa l temperatures with the
greatest increase in northern latitude countries such as Canada. When this
will occur is very difficult to pr edict but it is essential for Canada to
know as much as possible and as soon as possible .
While the possibility of significant and permanen t change in our
climate is reason enough to be concerned over the impac t s of clima t e on our
economic system and society in general, there is much we can and must do, even
wi t hout that prospect , to respond to the impacts of ordinary o r natural c l imate
var iations. Climate variations or anomalies las t ing for weeks, months, or even
seasons are part of our natural climate and are to be expected to continu e t o
occur in the future. We do not know the root cause of these natural climate
anomalies nor why there are more in some decades than in others . The ability
to predict such occurrences would have enormous economic and resource implications and the development of such a capability is a matter of prime importance.
Wea t her forecas t s are an accepted aid in everyday life in Canada .
Many people know about the availability of climate data and information. But
relatively few, however, are awar e of the enormoua un tapped potential of using
climate infor mation a s an aid i n making their opera tional and planning decisions. For instance, climate risk data can be estimated from historical and
statistical data and such information can be of great r elevance in design work
and in planning tapital inveatments. In that sense, relat ively skilled climate
prediction is alr eady available, and it has been used, for example, in projectsranging from the apillway design and oper ating st r ategy for the Gardiner Dam
t o the design of roofs to protect against excessive snow weights. Applied
c l imatolog ists are similar t o con sulting engineers , or economists who must
have an understanding of the rel ationships , some Simple, but most complex,
between their field a nd the various econom i c sec t ors. As wi th most applied
science, more needs to be known about Canada ' s climate. and its fluctuatio n s
but much knowl edge exists that is not being fu lly exploited. Making this
i n fo r mation widely available is essential if we are to mitigate or o ptim ize
t he impac t s of climate and climate anoma lies on t he various sectors of the
economy. That i s but one role of a national climate. program ; the time has
come to put ap plied cl imatology to work .
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TOWARDS A CLIMATE PROGRAM
Over the past several years, climate activities have been increasing
across Canada 1n response to an escalating need for climate information, climate prediction, snd an understanding of climate impacts 1n support of planning
and resource management. The diversity of both suppliers and users of information, the critical knowledge gaps, and the global nature of ~limate has underscored the need to systematize climate activities in the best interests of all
concerned. In the light of these circumstances, and parallel with participation
in the development of a World Climate Program within th e United Na t ions framework, a nucleus for a Canadian na t ional program was formed.
Canada is not alone in developing a national climate program. ~n
the United States a National Climate Program Act was enacted by Congress in
1978 "to establish a national climate program that will assist the nation and
the world to understand and respond to natural and man induced climate processes
and their implications" . There is also a climate plan taking shape in t he
Federal Republic of Germany while the Commission of European Communities has
devel oped a multi-million dollar climate program dedicated principally to
climate prediction and the impacts of energy use on natural resources . On a
global basis , a World Climate Program was established in 1979 which calls for
all nations to establish workable methods to make better use of climate information in all sectors of activity, to identify ways by which the adverse
impacts of climate change and variability may be mitigated and to identify
advantages of any climate opportunities arising. The Canadian Climate Program ,
which was initiated in Enviro~ent Canada in 1978, has the following general
objectives:
1.

to develop the capability to predict climate and climate change;

2.

to assess and quantify the impact of man's activities on the
c limate of Canadaj

3.

to assess the aocio-economic impacts of likely future climates;

4.

to greatly improve applications of climate information to
Canada's economic activities;

5.

to assist , where practical, in improving applicationa of
c l imate information in developing countries through the
World Climate Program.

In order to oversee the development of policy, and to provide liaison
and guidance to ensure successful operation on national and international
levels, a Climate Planning Board has been established. Currently, the Board,
chaired by Dr. F.K. Hare, consists of a dozen members, most of whom are Assistant Deputy Ministers in federal government departments. To evaluate needs.
to develop proposals, and to advise the Soard on program strategies, a
Climate Advisory Committee was also established. The Committee consists of
representatives of government departments, universities, and private sector
national organi~ations with climate interests. Some provinces and regions
of Canada have associated Climate Advisory Committees to evaluate, coordinate,
and advise on activities and strategies, while in other parts of the count r y
such committees are being organized.
To aid in the initial development of the program, existing climate
and climate related programs across Canada were identified and assessed to
ascertain the level of, and gaps in , climate services provided to both public
and private sectors. Through a series of sector workshops and seminars during
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the winter season of 1979-80 recommendations wer e made r e garding mec hanisms to
meet current and potential demands . the sectors examined were agriculture,
fisheries and oceans , forestry, energy. and water , while other meeti ngs were
held to deal with c limate research, constr uction, transportation and recreation
a nd t o uri8lll. Furthermore , a seminar was held to evalua t.e Canada's capabilities
and per ceptions relat ive to the inc rea Sing atmospheric carbon dioxide conten t

of the atmosphere. These worksho ps and meetings were particular ly reward ing
for the partic ipants and were most va l uable for planning the future of a
Canadia n Climat e Program. Workshop Proceedings for each sector will be published and sector summary reports are being incorporated int o a climate program
planning document to be published later this yea r.
Although provinc ia l and private sector scientists participared in the
wor kshops and meetings and con tribute to planning through the Climate Advisory
Committee, theTe is as yet no provincial recognition of the Canadian Cl imate
Pr ogram nOT any fo rmal mechanism to ensure that the best interests of the
provinces are served by the Program. In short, the initial pr ogram planning
is federal and not national in cha r ac ter. This situation is understandable
in the incipien t stage but the plan has now developed t o the point wher e provincial participation in the program is essential.
Over the past several months, the involved federal agencies have conSidered the de sirability of presenting a submission to the fede ral cabinet
during the s umm er of 1981. The intent of the submission is to establish the
program and to re quest resources that are u rgently needed i n the national
interest. However, the provinces are major suppliers and users of c limate data
and information, and the private sector is now a major con tributor of data as
well as a beneficiary of climate programs. Firm links must be forged with both.
A Canadian clima te plan should embrace all major interests and needs. This
i ntegrated approach to climate is essen tial in the i n terest of economy, effectiveness and efficiency . We hope that th r ough this seminar and the CCREM we can
turn a federal pr o posal into a truly national one.
Each of ou r gove rnments, and Canadians in general, will benefit substantia lLy frOlll a world and a Canadian climate program. This seminar provides
an excelLent opportunity for all o f us to learn more about the needs for climate
information and to undertake steps towards the development of an ap propriate
national progra:n.
THE CANADIAN CLIMATE PROGRAM, 1981
Conceptually, a Canadian Climate Pr og ram should embrace all climate
activities in the country. Several federal agencies have programs that fall
within, or a r e affiliated with the program at its present level of development.
These include all climate activities of the Departments of the Environment,
Agriculture, Fisheries and Oceans and certain c l imate oriented activities of
the National Mu seum . Other affiliated federal agencies include the Department
of Regional Economic Expansion, t he National Resear ch Counc il, a nd the Ministry
of State for Science and Technology. Other organizations interested in the
program are the Quebec Heteorological Service , the Canadian Meteorological and
Oceanog raphic Societ y , and the Alberta Climato l ogical Association .
To meet the general objectives o f a comprehensive national climate
prog ram, planning is being developed according to four sub- pr ograms having
to do with climate data , climate applications . climate impacts studies, and
climate research. These components are similar to those used in the World
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ClUnate Program and other national climate programs.
(a)

Canad~an

Climate Data Program

Major difficulties exist t oday in obtaining the c limate data and in-

forma tion required for resource management and planning. Data exIst to which
many users have little or no access. Limitations of some da ta are unknown.
The standar dization of data, their identification, appropriateness and availability are common problems facing resource managers . The draft Climate Da ta
Program contains plans to overcome these deficiencies , to aid in the acquisition
and archiving of what was previously considere d non-standard data, to exploit new
opportunities provided , by technology to acquIre more useful data. Invaluable
information needed in support of resource programs can and will be obtained
from historical records and such proxy records as those obtained from tree rings,
ice cores , and sediment layers . The program wil l enable all suppliers and users
to contribute to the development, operat ion, and use of an increasingly effective and efficient system.
(b)

Canadian Climate Application s Program

Enough climate knowledge exists to respond to many of today's resource
problems. Putting this knowledge t o work is the role of the Applications Program. This wil l be done much more effectively in the future by a greatly enhanced exchange of information on needs, methods, and skills, both nationally
and internationally. Increased consultation will allow feedback to better
develop the required data base snd information. Known applicat ions methodologies currently are not used to full potential. Attempts will be made to
improve the situation by supplier/user meetings, and by gene ral liaison and
coordination . Specific studies to be undertaken include the development of
climate risk statistics and examination of the linkages between climate and
biological processes s nd climate and water resources . Other studies will deal
with transposition techniques for synthesizing c limate information in data
sparse areas.
(c)

The Canadian Climate Impact Studies Program

The sbility to predict the consequences of climate anomaliea on
society, the economy, and the environment is a major requirement in t he evaluation of alternative policy s t rategies in such sectors as food production and
energy requirements. These sre very impor t ant but difficult sectors and
although several init 'i atives have been taken, there is at present no single
group in Canada dedicated to research and documentation in the Impacts Studies
sector. Impact assessment modela will be developed and specif ic stud i es to be
unde r taken include assessment of the effects of climate warming and/or cooling
on food production, on energy r equirement projections, arctic snd winter transporta t ion, etc.
(d)

The Canadian Climate Research Pro&ram

We do not yet know the extent to which climate can be pr edicted. An
active numerical modelling program is being developed in this sector along
with the development of predittion models. An Expert Commi ttee on Carbon
Dioxide, formed by the Climate Planning Board, is preparing plans to develop
the Canadian capability to understand and predict the effects of carbon dioxide
in the atMosphere. Research studies int o the actual atmospheric processes
involving climate and agriculture, forest r y, oceans, etc . a re underway in
several agencies.
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Although university personnel may apply fo r grants to s upport their
vo r k in climate and climate related s tudies under Sc i ence Subvention programs

of both NSERC and AES, there is a shortage of bo t h human and financ i al r esou rces . Much greater attenti.on and support must be given t o the universities
than e x ists today. Similarly , it 1s all too apparent t.ha t improved computing

services must be available for those engaged in c l ima te research 1n bo t h
government and the universities. The Canadian Na t ional Committee of the Wo r ld
Climate Research Progr am provides exper t advice in climate r esearch to those
engaged in developing the Canadian Climate Program.
THE FUTURE

Canada ' s climate results from the globa l climate system and all other
components of our earthly environment . To improve our understanding of the
ea r th's atmospher e. global coope ration is r equir ed as the dimensions a r e too
gr eat t o be handled by anyone group. agency , governnlent or coun t ry. A better
knowledge of our c l imate system, the development of methodologies to advance
cl.iJnate prediction and a better understandnng of man's effect on climate and
climate a nomalies are matters of global concern. Scientists in uni ver Si t ies,
governments and private institutions around the wor l d are attacking these
pr oblems within the World Climate Program which was launched to fac i litate
sharing of knowledge, data and information and to e ncourage better 1ia1son and
cooperation amongst na t ions.
Canada part ic i pates i n the global climate program and within its
f r amework there is much to be done to gain a bet ter under standing of our cl i mate anomal i es and their impac ts on our economy and society. Resear ch and the
effective devel opmen t snd implementa tion of systems require highly effective
communica t ions between the users, the pr oviders of service , and thoae undertaking research . There must be much coordination a nd close liaison if da t a
gathering, da t a analys Ls, research and clima t e applications a re t o be
appropriate and ef f ec t ive in t he fut ur e.
Putt i ng a Canadian Climate Program together r equires the comb ined
efforts of governments and non- governmental i ns ti tutions. A Canadian Climate
Program is needed . The a lternative is for different governments to develop
scattered efforts suited to t heir pa rti cular interests . This would result in
great redundancy and l ess than opt ima l use qf our collective scient ific
talents and technological opportunities . In this e ra of rapid change. of
increasing concer n for the envir onment, of concern a bout t he availability
tomorrow of natural r esources and of the prospect of scarce energy, integra t ion
of our efforts makes good common sense " The wise use of resources and the
prudent planning of tomor row's environmen·tal quali t y demands t hat we act" in.
concert now to avo i d the major costs levied by clima"te variability and t he
risks of inadvertent climate change.
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NOTE ON A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DAILY HOURS OF BRIGHt
SUNSHINE AND MEAN DAILY ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIVITY
by

Mario Daoust, Jean- Claude Prefontaine , and Robert van Wyngarden*
In the last two or three decades increasing
in solar radiation as a potentisl source of renewable
Par ticular attention has been paid to solar energy as
a lso to its role in agriculture through its influence

interest has been shown
energy for our economy.
a source of heating and
on evapot r anspiration.

If the potential for solar energy is to be fully realised it

~s

necessary to be able to evaluate its flux on slopes of different gradient and
orientation. To do th~s one must be able to distinguish between the direct
beam component (5+) and t.he sky-diffuse component "(D-Io). This is because gradient and orientation are generally more sens itive to the flux of direct
radiation t han to that of sky-diffuse radiation (Ga rn ier and Ohmurs, 1970).

V.

Several models for distinguishing between S~ a.nd
have been developed.
Their application is somewhat limited both because they requixe a knowledge of
a l arge number of factors, such as estimates of cloud cover , cloud height, and
c l oud base albedo in addition to the basic facts of solar radiation flux (Hay ,
1976, Suckling and Hay , 1977) or else they apply only to cloudless days
(Suckling and Hay , 1976).
That part of the solar radiation flux which arrives at the surface.
as direct solar radiation (5.) is a function of the extraterrestrial radiation,
the atmospheric transmissivity, and the depth of atmosphere (optical air mass)
t hrough which the beam passes. Garn ier and Ohmura (1968) used this relationship for developing a method of calculating direct solar radiation income on a
slope. Their fundamental fonnula is:

*

The authors of this note were members of a class in advanced climatology in
the Department of Geography , McGill Unive rsi ty , during the 1980/81 academic
session. The note is an edited summary of a longer study prepared as pa r.t
of course work.
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equation (1)

where

Is

is the

flu~

of 5+ per minute. on a slope,

is extraterrestrial radiation per minute on a surface normal to the
sun ' s rays,
p

1s atmospheric transmissivity.
is the optical air mass, and

denotes the. angular difference between a unit co-ordina t e vector
normal to and pointing away from the slope and a unit co-ordinate
vector expressing the sun ' s position 1n the sky.

By addition ever suitable time intervals from sunrise to sunset on a slope,
this expression can be used to evaluate the value of S, for a given day .
Moreover, for a fixed slope, such 8S a suitabLy inclined flat-plate solar collector for example, all factors except atmospheric transmissivity (p) can be
evaluated over the given tillle. intervals from a knowledge of the latitude of the

site, the sun's declination, and the value of extraterrestrial radiation given by the
solar constant divided by the square of the sun ' li radius vector (I Ir2 in the
o
origina l formulation) .
Garnier and Ohmur a used a mean transmissivity {p} for the day,
evaluated from daily totals of S~, to calculate daily totals of direct beam
radiation on a slope. It fol l ows, therefore , that if a way can be found to
estimate p from normal meteorological data, the problem of evaluating S~ on any
surface is solved.
Hours of bright sunshine have been used for many years to estimate
global solar radiation (K~) by means of a relationship in the form
K~

where

'"' Q

o

(a + b . n/N)

equstion (2)

is the total flux o f extraterrestrial radiation at the top of the
atmosphere for a given day,
nlN

a and b

is the ratio of actual to possible sunshine recorded for the day in
question, and
are constants.

The most commonly used instrument for recording hours of bright sunshine is the Campbel l-Stokes sunahine recorder. This consists of a glass ball
which concen trates the Bun ' s rays on a recording card. A trace ia burnt on the
card only when the sun is shining on the glass ball. It fo llowa that the record
of hours of bright sunshine is really a record of when the direct solar beam is
shining on the observation site. It seems logical, therefore, that the ratio
nlN in equation (2) could be used t o estimate

P.

This conjecture was tested for two stations 1n Canada: Goose Bay and
Toronto Meteorological Research Station. The data used were those in the
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monthly statistics and summary of radiation observations published by the
Atmospheric Environment Service.

Both sky- diffuse radiation

(D~)

and the

global radiation (K+) are recorded at tpc two stations, together with hours of
bright sunshine. rhus, the daily values of S+, obtained as the difference
between K+ and D+. were used to evaluate p for the day following the procedures
used by Garnier and Ohmura (1968, 1970). Two periods were analysed: the late
summer and early fall (July to October), 1976, and the winter months (November
to January) of 1976-77.
A simple regression correlation was undertaken between n/N 8S the X
value of the regression and p as the Y value of the regression. The results
are shown in figures 1 and 2. The dashed lines in the figu r es represent 95%
confidence limits of the regression analysis. It can be seen that all but one
or two of the individual correlations fall within these limits. This fact and
the values of r2 imply a high degree of statistical significsnce between mean
atmospheric transmissivity for the day and recorded hours of bright sunshine._
The results suggest a simple me thod of evaluating solar radiation
income on slopes, Sunshine 1s a widely r ecorded phenomenon. By using it to
evaluate p and combining the resulting values of S+ with observations of K~ to
obtain D., the t otal solar radiation flull:. on a slope may be obtained to a sufficient degree of accuracy for many practical purposes (Garnier and Ohmura,
1970, Garnier, 1980). K+ is routinely measured in Canada at a large number of
places. Alternatively it, too, can be calculated from sunshine records by
widely-accepted procedures. Moreover, sunshine records have been kept in ~ny
places for many years . Thus, they could be used to establish meaningful estimates of solar energy by way of frequency analyses of the occurrence of days of
different potential solar energy income as has been suggested elsewher.e
(Garnier, 1980).
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*The intercept 1n the regressions has been affected by the fact that only days
when p > 0.25 were used in the analysis.
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NEWS AND COMMENTS
Although the Friends of Climatology did not manage to get together
for an annual 1981 meeting, the climatologists in orbit succeeded in performing
their customary function . The following note has been provided by Bruce Findlay
for the 1980-81 "orbiting year",
"Each year the 'Friends of Climatology' a nonorganization of persons keenly interested in climatology
who live in Ontario, and neighbouring portions of Quebec,
New York State, Ohio and Michigan, select a travelling
speaker to visit universities in order to promote enthusiasm
for the subject. In 1980-81 this role was accepted by Dr.
F.K. Hare, University of Toronto, but regrettably work
pressures obliged Dr. Hare to relinquish this assignment.
Fortunately, Mr. Gordon McKay, Director of the Climatological
Applicat·ions Branch, Atmospheric Environment Service, agreed
to provide suitable speakers from the Canadian Climate Centre.
In March 1981, Dr. D.C . McKay, Superintendent of the Energy
and Industrial Applications Section and Mr. Bruce Findlay,
Superintendent of the Physical Climatology Section visited
the western and eastern regions respectively. Don McKay
spoke on climatological applications with particular emphasis
on energy and industrial matters to the Universities of
Windsor, Wilfrid Laurier, Guelph and on the energy balance
of a snow cover to McMaster University.
Bruce Findlay addressed geography classes at the
Universities of Toronto, Trent, Queens, Concordia and
Montreal on the Canadian Climate Programme and drought
studies in western Canada.
Both speakers reported appreciative audiences and
university staff members and expressed gratitude for the
kind hospitality afforded them."

Not all readers of the Climatological Bulletin may be aware of the
weekly publication Climatic Perspectives'which is produced by the Canadian
Climate Centre (AES, 4905 Dufferin St., Downsview, Ontario M3H 5T4). This is
a mimeographed sheet with notes, maps, and statistics covering a period of a
week. Climatic Perspectives began in January, 1979, and has appeared regularly
each week ever since -- in itself a remarkable tribute to the editor and staff
who produce it. The latest number available at time of writing is Vol. 3,
No. 41 covering the week of October 6-12, 1981. There are notes on weather
highlights for the week and statistics of temperature and rainfall for the
main climatological stations. These ,are regular features. Maps may vary
somewhat in content according to circumstance. They usually cover such features
a~ temperature departures from normal, rainfall distribution, and heating
degree days. In no. 41 there is a courageous IS-day temperature anomaly forecast for the period October 13-27, and an instructive map of low pressure
centre trajectories from October 6-12. Altogether a valuable publication for
those interested in monitoring weekly climate and its variability.
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Climatologists interested in solar energy applications should find
a great deal of relevant material in an international conference, ENERGEX '82,
which is to be held in Regina from August 23-29, 1982. Energex 182 will include
the annual meeting and technical conference of the Solar Energy Society of
Canada, a comprehensive energy exhibition, tours of various kinds (including
one to a major energy conservation housing project), and a two- day period of
workshops and lectures.

A large international attendance 1s expected.

Head-

quarters for the conference is the University of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan
S4S OA2 .

The present number of the Bulletin contains an article on the
Canadian climate program. A recent comprehensive publication in the wider
sphere of the World Climate Program is the report of the proceedings of the
Technical Conference on Climate - Asia and Western Pacific (WMO, publication
no. 578). The conference was held in Gvangzhou, China, 15-20 December, 1980.
The proceedings were by no means related solely to the specific area of' the
conference. In addition to papers on Asia and the Western Pacific there are
authoritative reviews by established scientists of general problems of climate
and climate modelling, together with a valuable review of .the activities and
objectives of the world climate program .

Volume I of The Climate of the Canadian Arctic Islands and
Adjacent Waters by J.B. Maxwell has now been published. It reviews climatic
controls, temperature and wind, precipitation and snow cover. Volume II will
deal with the sea and sea ice, aviation-related aspects of the climate, pollution potential and related matters, synoptic systems, and climatic regions.
The price of Volume I is $35 and can be obtained from the Government Publishing
Centre, Hull, Quebec KIA 089.

"In this city there was a wintertime pattern to the weather. First
it snowed. Then it raine d. Then it grew bitterly cold, turning the streets
and sidewalks to ice. Then it snowed again. And then, more often than not,
it rained. And turned to ice again. It had something to do with fronts
moving from yon to hither. It was a supreme pain in the ass."
From Ed. McBain, Ghosts, Viking Press, 1980.
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